
Transform Your Operations with SynapseIndia' s Power Automate Solution

We empower businesses with streamlined and efficient operations, leveraging the capabilities of Power 
Automation. We are committed to staying at the forefront of automation trends and technologies, and we 
continuously seek new ways to enhance our automation solutions for industries including Manufacturing, 
Healthcare, Consumer Goods, Telecommunication, Finance & Insurance. 

What we offer

We present Power Automate, a Microsoft-powered solution that 
reshapes workflow automation. Integrated seamlessly into the 
Microsoft ecosystem, it optimizes tasks, minimizes errors, and 
capitalizes on Microsoft Azure for advanced functionalities. 
Equipped with features such as workflow automation, RPA, and 
data integration, clients experience heightened efficiency and 
productivity. Our deep integration with Microsoft's suite of 
products simplifies automation, while Azure integration provides 
scalability and robust cloud capabilities. In essence, we provide 
organizations the means to flourish in the digital age, leveraging 
seamless Microsoft integration and the augmented potential of 
Microsoft Azure. Join the automation revolution with Power 
Automate.

“We have been able to achieve 
the ROI for this project within 
the first month of deployment”

What our customers 
are saying

–  Coleen Douty, CFO, B2A 
Architecture

Empower Your 
Business with Power 
Automate: Unleash 
Workflow Automation 
for Efficiency and 
Growth
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Why
Power Automate? 

Enhanced Technical Efficiency: Power Automate 
is a technical marvel, automating tasks with precision and 
accuracy. By employing Robotic Process Automation 
(RPA) and data integration, it executes rule-based 
processes flawlessly, reducing the margin for human 
error. This enhanced technical efficiency is a game-
changer for businesses striving to maximize productivity.

Seamlessness through Integration: Its tight 
integration with Microsoft applications, including 
Microsoft 365, SharePoint, and Teams, creates a seamless 
environment for workflow automation. This unified 
ecosystem allows for effortless automation across a 
spectrum of applications, enhancing connectivity and 
reducing operational silos.

Empowered by Microsoft Azure: Power 
Automate leverages the prowess of Microsoft Azure, a 
cloud powerhouse. This collaboration brings advanced 
cloud capabilities, scalability, and analytical insights into 
the automation arena. By tapping into Azure, you harness 
an array of services that can supercharge your 
automation processes.

Tailored Technical Solutions: Customization is at 
the core of Power Automate. It allows you to craft 
bespoke workflows and apply intricate business logic, 
ensuring that your unique technical requirements are 
met. This adaptability empowers businesses to create 
automation solutions that fit their specific technical 
needs.

Microsoft Power Automate provides the 
tools that you can use to improve 
productivity in your organization by 
automating repetitive, time-consuming 
tasks. Power Automate provides a better 
way to get things done across your 
organization through cloud flows and 
robotic process automation (RPA)

Learn more at 
https://powerautomate.microsoft.com
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